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What is the global supply chain?

A worldwide system that allows a supplier to
source fuel oil at the lowest prices globally 
and make this fuel available to ship owners at
strategic supply locations worldwide.



“It’s the kind of stuff that bubbles mostly at the fringe
of the international Petroleum trade, bought and sold
in gray markets by jumbled holding companies and 
dressed-up rogues, carried from port to port by rented
and weathered tankers.”

~ Sean Flynn (Esquire Magazine -November 2003)

Alternative definition of the global supply chain?



What elements are involved in a global supply chain?

 Strategic presence and/or relationship with major fuel oil producing regions of the world.

 Global information network to take advantage of arbitrage opportunities.

 Clear understanding and knowledge of the world fuel oil market.

 Expertise within shipping and chartering markets.

 Financial Strength.

 Strategic and Operational flexibility.

 Diversified sales outlets (bunkers, ex-wharf, cargoes).

 Adequate tank storage in key locations.

 Consistent and predictable sales volumes at bunker supply ports.

 Strong relationships with customers across supply ports.



The global supply chain in action…  New York

Main Supply Sources:
Canada
Russia
Spain
Italy
Venezuela
Colombia
Peru
Mexico
Trinidad



What advantages does a global supply chain provide?

For the Supplier:  For the Bunker Buyer:

Allows for growth in bunker ports that are strategic Reasonably priced fuel available along
ports for international trade but lack domestically shipping routes.
refined fuel oil.
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What advantages does a global supply chain provide?

For the Supplier:  For the Bunker Buyer:

Allows supplier to transport fuel from low cost sources Sales price down with ample supply.
to key locations (Arbitrage).

Allows for continuity of supply. Minimizes price peaks, shortages.

Allows supplier the ability to commit to contract volumes. Secured supply with supplier “partner”.
     Encourages supplier to form long-term agreements.         Contracts available at discounts to spot.

Broad product offerings One-stop shopping.
     Standard ISO grades as well as specialized
     products (LSFO, RMK)

Allows for economies of scale Reduced cost structure = Reduced prices?
     Reduced transport costs.
     Increased tank-turns.
     Operating overhead reduced per unit.

Growth allows supplier to invest in infrastructure. Better Service.
     Terminals & Barges.



Investing in Infrastructure

 Chemoil will introduce 3 new double hulled barges into the NY bunker market In December 2006.



A changing global supply chain…

 Geopolitical Issues

 Environmental Issues

 China



Thank You


